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hen you design and build custom homes for a living, your expectations for your own
home are a bit higher than the average client, especially when it’s a 10,000-square-foot
contemporary residence.
And this architectural masterpiece is not just a relaxing aerie -- from the moment the glass entry
door pivots open you’re completely enveloped by its warmth.
“Although the outward appearance is contemporary, the inside is warm and doesn’t give you that
modern, cold feeling. I strive to make homes feel like homes and not like a hotel,” explained Dan
Coletti, president of Sun West Custom Homes LLC, of his Summerlin home. “The high ceilings and
vast open spaces make it hard, but the coziness comes through our use of wood, stone and glass. In my
particular case, the city view is breathtaking on almost every point of the lot so to not take advantage
of the views would be wrong.”
Indeed the views are so spectacular the home is called Vantage Pointe. “We came out here often
during the design phase to make certain each room had the best view possible,” said his wife, Natalie.
“And I believe Dan accomplished that beautifully.”
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Vantage Pointe boasts five bedrooms, five full baths, two powder rooms, two laundry rooms,
a home theater, a study, a mud room, a wine room, a home salon and a 17-car garage.
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Natural stone is common throughout the house, hailing from Idaho.

The glass pocket wall along the back of the living room
disappears, marrying indoors and out.While the city view is
breathtaking, the serene blue of the pool perfectly complements
the earthy tones of the interior.

But it wasn’t just the views that
captivated the Colettis. “We chose to build
in The Ridges because we had lived in other
Summerlin communities before and we liked
how the properties in this subdivision have
a lot of space between them,” said Dan of
his Promontory Pointe residence. “It’s also
one of the highest elevations where custom
home sites are allowed and this one enclave
of 11 lots has a lower density than other
Summerlin communities.”
The residence boasts five bedrooms, five
full baths, two powder rooms, two laundry
rooms, a home theater, a study, a mud room, a
wine room, a home salon and a 17-car garage.
All the living spaces have pocket walls or glass
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doors that open to balconies or patios. All
bedrooms are ensuite with well-appointed
bathrooms and walk-in closets.
“It was a lot of fun to build,” said Natalie.
“I got to pick out the finishes and amenities
along with Dan and the interior designers on
staff. I felt like a real customer. My favorite
room in the whole house is our living room.
It’s a good open area with a carpet in the
center for our daughter to play.”
The glass pocket wall along the back
of the living room disappears, as do those
off the breakfast nook and family room,
marrying indoors and out. While the city
view is breathtaking, the serene blue of
the pool perfectly complements the earthy

In all, there are eight species of wood represented throughout the
home: alder, walnut, aspen, oak, cherry, mahogany and maple.

tones in the interior, providing non-stop
calm and relaxation.
It’s the little details that provide warmth,
like the 20-foot solid slab of redwood that serves
as the dining room table. Another redwood
slab works as the counter in a powder room
off the theater. In all, there are an additional
seven species of wood represented throughout
the home: alder, walnut, aspen, oak, cherry,
mahogany and maple. There are also 14 styles
of doors throughout the home. “Why be boring
in a house this size?” asked Dan.
Natural stone is common throughout the
house, hailing from Idaho. A coral stone from
Texas has fossil impressions, providing a lovely
accent as well as a conversation piece.

The home is also accented with a Peter Lik
photography collection. “Dan was drawn to
his work,” said Briana Tiberti, design manager
for Sun West Custom Homes. “It was a nice
partnership for them from the beginning. The
photography really fit the house and worked
great for the desert contemporary look.”
This is not just a custom home, it truly
is a nurturing family abode. The couple’s
youngest daughter has just learned to walk and
she’s perfectly comfortable chasing her Mom
through the living room. “It’s very warm and
livable,” said Natalie. “There’s no wasted space.
Every room is comfortable and usable.”
As always, the kitchen is the heart of
the home. While one daughter does her

homework at a workstation, an older brother
does his on a computer at the kitchen island,
big enough to seat 12. The kitchen also boasts
a built-in vegetable steamer, perfect for
healthy family meals. The oldest son is outside
cleaning the pool. It may be a big house but
it’s as cozy as a California bungalow.
And, while the interior is stunning, the back
yard is an entertainer’s paradise. Besides the
barbeque and patio dining, the pool has a couple
of surprises. “There’s a zip line from the top of
the house to the corner of the pool,” said Dan.
“The kids drop from the balcony and splash into
the water.” But across the pool onto a lower level
of the yard is a welcoming fire pit with a fabulous
city view. How do you get there?

Via the disappearing bridge, of course!
“The bridge runs on a hydraulic system. We
raise it to easily walk across to reach the fire
pit then it descends into the pool to keep it
out of the way for the zip line. I haven’t used
the bridge in anyone else’s house yet because I
wanted to perfect it first,” said Dan.
“However, my favorite part of the house is the
garage,” continued Dan. “We’re very much a car
family. Everyone in my family loves the garage.
My two boys are very active with motorcycles
and cars and they’re also creative, always tinkering
with new inventions. We have a television out
there, too, so it’s a great place for the family to
hang out. Some nights my daughter will do her
homework out there so we can all be together.”
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A “princess” bedroom boasts an alcove that works well for reading, listening to music or just hanging out.

How the daughter can bear to leave her
princess room is beyond me. The room boasts
an alcove that her friend often uses when she
spends the night, but for the princess herself,
it works well for reading, listening to music or
just hanging out.
Technology Aids Energy Efficiency

In a home this size, energy efficiency
is critical. “For all the walls that open, the
overhang is 12-20 feet so sunlight doesn’t make
it into the house and energy isn’t wasted,” said
Dan. “The sunlight has almost a zero impact if
the overhangs are done correctly.
“Some parts of the home’s walls are very
thick and create a thermal air space. We have a
system whereby we build two walls – an inner
and outer wall. The airspace creates the R-value.
We have R30 in some of the walls but others are
almost two feet thick. I estimate we have R60 on
60 percent of the walls which creates fantastic
energy efficiency. We’ve built it into the design.
Some parts of the house have a husky feeling
where a window or door is deeply recessed, a
little bit of form and function.”
A whole-house computer system helps
the homeowners manage everything from
temperature to security to music and lighting in
multiple zones in the house. The main controls
are in the kitchen and master bedroom,
allowing for easy access to check the status in a
room or open a pocket wall for some fresh air.
Lights burn at a maximum 90 percent not
only for energy efficiency but to help them last
longer. “The whole-house lighting controls
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work whether or not you are there,” said Dan.
“The kids can’t leave lights on because they
are programmed a certain way. The computer
is relentless. Savings come because human
factors aren’t involved. You don’t accidentally
leave the garage light on all night.
“The air conditioners are controlled
by one master computer like the lights,”
continued Dan. “Everything is hooked into
the computer for owner convenience. It
does about 30 other things as well, like drop
the shades to block the sunlight and create a
thermal barrier. We’ve learned how to get
the system to control many things it wasn’t
originally designed for.”
The computer also has a “Good Night”
button preprogrammed to set nightlights
throughout the house, make certain all doors
are closed and sets the alarm.
“My home was one of the first homes
where we put a water sensor system in it,”
said Dan. “With one touch of a button it shuts
the water off for the whole home. So, if we
left and the washer broke a pipe, there’d be
no water damage. We also have sensors at wet
spots like below sinks. If it senses water, it
shuts the entire home water off. Many homes
have laundry rooms on upper levels like we
do, so an unchecked leak can cause thousands
of dollars of damage. From an owner’s
perspective, it gives you some peace of mind.”
How do you design for the boss?

“Since Dan is the owner of the company, he
had an idea of what he wanted to do right off the

top,” said Preston Fairchild, an interior designer
with Sun West Custom Homes who worked on
the project. “He and his wife wanted to build a
dream home for the family. It took some time to
develop then he turned it over to us.”
“We’re hand in hand with the architectural
side,” said Tiberti. “We can see these themes
developing and we see them through to the
end. We like layering colors and textures
together, preferring simple lines with the
warmth of the colors.
“A big trend we’re seeing is that people
don’t want to have a lot of stuff around, and
Dan and Natalie are perfect examples. Most
people want their homes to be simple and
lived in but not filled up. You learn as you get
older. By not having a lot of visual clutter, the
many layers built into the design itself lend
that same experience without needing to add
multiple pieces to accent it.”
“With a huge home, it’s very easy to get lost
in it,” said Fairchild. “We get a lot of inspiration
from nature. We want the inside to capture
the same essence as your landscape. The big
windows allow you to bring the outdoors in.
Working in the study is like being in a tree house
with the floor to ceiling windows.You get to use
the outdoors as part of your design element.
“We try to do everything we can to
make every person in the family feel
comfortable,” continued Fairchild. “We
don’t want anyone to feel intimidated. If
the scale and materiality is right, it becomes
a home and not a palace.” q

